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COMMUNITY VICTORY LAUDED

By Jeff Morris
ith the highest rainfall in over a decade,
n March 8 the people of Trinity County won
the streams and creeks of Northwest Calia significant victory when the Board of Sufornia are flowing at full bore this spring.
pervisors voted to reject $345,000 in "free
With this welcome renewal also comes a
money" for a feasibility study of an east/west
reminder that our future will
railroad through Trinity County. On
likely be a pendulum swing
March 15,the Trinity Journal pubSEND US YOUR EMAIL!
of drought and large weather
lished its main story on this vicSAFE is currently updating its email list. If events that scientists are
tory, but not an analysis of the rea- you are currently not receiving our emails predicting as a result of a
sons for why its proponents from
and wish to be on the list, please contact changing climate.
Humboldt and Tehama counties
Ginny Rice at: safealt1@gmail.com. We
The large tracts of fed"seemed stunned."
only send out requests for agenda items, eral public lands that we rely
What these "outsiders" enmeeting agendas and minutes with an on for our water supply, reccountered was a powerful examoccasional action notice or volunteer re- reation, fisheries and peace
of mind will be bearing the
ple of local grass-roots democracy
quest. We will not SPAM you!
brunt of these swings. Our
at work; an outpouring of the indisinvolvement
in
their
management
will be a crucial part
pensable local knowledge that overwhelmed them.
Over 30 Trinity residents represented the accumulated of our mutual adaptation.
While there are a number of significant federal
local knowledge of many generations, including SAFE's
public
lands still untrammeled by roads within Northern
Larry Glass and Joseph Bower and several Nor-RelCalifornia, few watersheds contain the combination of
Muk Wintu tribal council members. This ecological
large acreage and beauty as the unprotected roadless
knowledge and affection for the land and community
areas of the South Fork Trinity River. From the rugged
was far more powerful and organized than the propocrests of the Pattison area that reign over lower Haynents who were completely unprepared for it.
fork Creek across from Bar 717 Ranch, to the ChinquaOutside interests can easily overwhelm local inter- pin area that embraces the cool waters of the Upper
ests if the local community is not well organized and
South Fork Trinity above Hell Gate Campground (also
vocal. Corporations do not come into local communities hosting the largest stand of unprotected old growth
to protect it or to "create jobs." They come to take as
Douglas Fir in Northern California), the roadless areas
much value as they can in the most cost effective way of the South Fork Trinity River Watershed are unique
areas of biodiversity, forest canopy and habitat.
with no interest in the local community or the
The South Fork Trinity River watershed also con"unintended consequences" they would leave behind.
tains
significant areas that are in dire need of restoraGlass pointed out that such a project should not
tion,
which
if implemented thoughtfully, can ensure that
even be considered because building a train through
local
communities
are better protected from catastroTrinity would result "in the largest environmental impact
phic wildfire while hopefully returning the forest landthis county has ever faced."
scape to a more healthy condition.
Bower stated that "There's nothing in it for Trinity
SAFE approached then candidate Jared Huffman
County except environmental destruction while the jobs for the newly reapportioned Second Congressional Disgo to union and remote corporations...Cuts up to 1,000 trict for help in protecting lands that had been dropped
feet wide would make the Buckhorn project look like
from previous lands bills for political reasons. He exCONTINUED
PAGE 2
child's play. Don't give this any legs. Reject
theON
study."
pressed eager support for our ideas. CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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By Dennis Duncanwood

WATERSHED SUPPORT SOUGHT

Continued on page 2
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Continued on page 3

COMMUNITY VICTORY (continued from page 1)
The heart of a community can be found in the stored local knowledge
of generations and any efforts to better a local community will fail if it
does not take into account the local particular conditions. Experts without
this knowledge and love for the community can harm and even kill you.
Your chances of being hurt by a terrorist are 4 million to one; you're
far more likely be hurt by the hubris of uncaring experts and the arrogance of distant bureaucrats wielding a pen or stroking a keyboard. Local
knowledge is an inconvenient truth for them, as they see no profit in it —
and the sole purpose of a corporation is just that and nothing else. A corporation cannot speak from the heart because it has none.
No one in attendance could possibly miss the great festival of the
unity of heart and mind that our speakers manifested. They spoke with
power, feeling and conviction. I believe we all owe them a debt of gratitude for their courage, boldness, tenacity to tell truth to power and stand
up for all of us, nearly indivisible in our unity.
All of the speakers against the study and project had the ecological
understanding that Wendell Berry said is necessary for a community to
cohere and flourish:

One: "Always ask of any proposed change or innovation: What will
this do to our community? How will this affect our commonwealth?"

Two: "Always include local nature — the land, the water, the air, the
native creatures - within the membership of the community."
The world is full of high-IQ idiots with no sense of the community we
share. This is evidenced by the systematic neglect and pillaging of wealth
of rural communities through the world — and not just here in the poorest
county in the great Golden State.
Of the world's 100 largest economies, 51 are now corporations, only
49 are nation states. Perhaps time is long past to recognize that monopoly capitalism itself is a threat to our democracy. Only real participatory
democracy — as we saw in all its vibrant and wonderful brilliance on
March 8 — is what our America so desperately needs. 

CANCER LABEL CLEARED

A

judge says California is legally authorized to label the main ingredient
in Monsanto’s Roundup, the nation’s most widely used herbicide, as a
potential cause of cancer.
A state environmental agency announced plans in late 2015 to add
the chemical, glyphosate, to California’s list of potential cancer-causing chemicals. Monsanto, which sells its weed
killer worldwide, sued to block the
labeling, arguing that the state was
illegally delegating lawmaking authority to an outside agency and
violating freedom of speech. A
judge in Fresno County dismissed
the suit in April.
California and its voters made
“the fundamental policy decision
regarding the question of whether to
create a list of possibly carcinogenic
chemicals,” Superior Court Judge
Kristi Kapetan said in her ruling. 
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Norma Sorenson and
Bob Morris congratulate
SAFE on its
38th Anniversary!
ARE YOU GOING THROUGH OLD PAPERS?

S

AFE member Karen Wilson shares that any printed materials pertaining to the establishment of the Smoky Creek or Rough Gulch
Research Natural Areas (or any other RNAs) would be appreciated
by Julie Nelson, Forest Botanist at Shasta-Trinity NF in Redding.
Examples would be letters of recommendation. Mail to her at 3644 Avtech
Pkwy, Redding, CA 96002 ; call 530.226.2426.

WATERSHED SUPPORT (CONTINUED FROM Page 1)
So SAFE members, in conjunction with a number of other organizations and individuals throughout the region including the Trinity Collaborative forest work group, are working to identify better management practices
for our public lands and developing potential legislation that Congressman
Jared Huffman could introduce to promote community collaboration, restore
damaged areas and protect some of the last roadless areas, like those of
the South Fork Trinity River watershed.
Your continued support is critical to encourage Congressman Huffman
to introduce our proposed legislation in this Congress. He needs to show
that his constituency wants him to protect our surrounding public lands.
Please help us in this exciting endeavor by visiting
www.mountainsandrivers.org/get-involved. Let our congressman know you
want to support this effort. Contact him online at www.huffman.house.gov/
contact/email-me or call 415.258.9657.

PO Box 3145
Weaverville, CA 96093

214 Main Street
(530) 623-5118

LOGGING AS THINNING?

A

recent article by the Associated Press told about
the Nature Conservancy selectively logging dry
forests in Washington’s Central Cascades as part
of a long-term plan to make thousands of privately
owned forestland more relilient to fire, disease and climate
change. A century of wildfire suppression has resulted in
overgrown tree stands ripe for fire, so the group is thinning
out smaller trees.
But not everyone agrees with this strategy. In addition
to various forestry arguments, it has also been used as an
“excuse to log indiscriminately.”
Join us at our next meeting for a discussion on where
SAFE stands on this important issue. 

Safe Alternatives For Our Forest Environment
S.A.F.E.
P.O. Box 1510
Hayfork, CA 96041-1510
address service requested

EPA SUED OVER DEADLY DUO

F

armers, conservation groups and food- and farm-justice organizations sued the Environmental Protection Agency under new
administrator Scott Pruitt recently for approving Dow AgroScience’s highly toxic Enlist Duo. The novel mixture of the
weed-killing chemicals glyphosate and 2,4-D is sprayed directly on corn,
soybean and cotton plants that are genetically engineered by Dow to
survive exposure to the pesticide. The EPA approved use of the pesticide in 34 states, posing extensive risk to rural communities, food supplies and the environment.
Farmers will be hit hard by the human/health harms of Enlist Duo,
and are put at risk financially by 2,4-D’s known tendency to volatize,
drift and damage neighboring crops. The USDA projects that Enlist
Duo’s approval will lead to as much as a seven-fold increase in agricultural use of 2,4-D — a component of the infamous Vietnam-era defoliant
“Agent Orange” that has been linked to Parkinson’s disease, nonHodgkin’s lymphoma and other reproductive problems. The other component of Enlist Duo is glyphosate, the active ingredient in Monsanto’s
flagship pesticide Roundup. Glyphosate was classified as a probable
human carcinogen by the World Health Organization in 2015.
This is the second lawsuit the groups have had to bring over the
product. Enlist crops and Enlist Duo are part of a trend where crops are
genetically engineered to withstand multiple pesticides, allowing pesticide companies to sell both expensive GE seeds and large quantities of
the pesticide cocktails that are sprayed on them. 
The Summer SAFE meeting is July 16 at the Rice residence
near Lewiston. The meeting starts at 1 p.m.
Potluck to follow about 4 pm. Call 530.778.3953 for directions.
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